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FUN IN & AROUND REDMOND

Cascade Lakes Brewing Company

In Redmond since 1994, Cascade Lakes has eight year-

round beers including its best seller the light refreshing 

ale known as the Blonde Bombshell. It offers a number 

of always-changing seasonal brews and draft specialties. 

In addition to its 7th Street Brew Pub in Redmond and 

Cascade Lakes Lodge in Bend, you can find its beer nearly 

everywhere in Oregon in bottles, on tap, in growlers and at 

events. Cascade Lakes also distributes in Washington and 

Idaho, with plans to expand. www.cascadelakes.com

Wild Ride Brewing Company

Wild Ride Brewing Company was opened May 2014 

by a group of friends raised in Redmond. It brews large 

quantities of 11 different beers available throughout Central 

Oregon, with year-round IPAs and ales dominating the tap 

list. Plenty of special, seasonal offerings as well. The staff 

at Wild Ride continue to work to expand where their beer is 

available, with goals to distribute throughout the Northwest. 

www.wildridebrew.com

Silver Moon Brewing

Central Oregon’s 

fourth-oldest brewery 

set up camp in 

Redmond at the end of 

2015 with a large-scale 

production facility. The 

expansion of brewing 

capabilities came after 

Silver Moon opened up lanes 

of distribution in Washington 

earlier in 2015. The location is a retrofitted 15,000-square-

foot building that quadruples the brewery’s annual 

production to nearly 6,000 barrels. Its location in Bend will 

continue to operate with a focus on specialty beers and 

maintaining a beer pub atmosphere. The two main beers 

produced in Redmond are IPA 97 and Chapter 2 Casual Ale. 

www.silvermoonbrewing.com

Kobold Brewing

Kobold Brewing opened a tasting room and tap house 

downtown Redmond in 2017. The nano-brewery crafts 

its beer in Bend, where it began in 2015, as well as 

Redmond. It’s small batch recipes are on tap at their tap 

Land of Brews

Cascade Lakes brewer Chris Brumley speaks to attendees on the 
Made in Redmond tour. Spokesman file

Silver Moon Brewing’s production facility opened in Redmond, 
near the Deschutes County fairgrounds, in 2015. Spokesman file


